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Data Center Consulting
Office Locations
• Los Angeles, CA
• Brea, CA
• Dallas, TX
• Phoenix, AZ
• Boydton, VA

PlanNet is a professional services firm that provides advisory,
design, project management, and construction services
supporting critical IT infrastructure. Founded in 2001, the firm
has developed a diverse and rapidly growing clientele, which
includes hundreds of global, fortune and middle-market
companies and institutions across the United States and
abroad.
PlanNet offers a full range of data center consulting services
to span the entire project life cycle. PlanNet works to help
Fortune and mid-size organizations with strategy development
and disaster recovery planning to co-location sourcing and
infrastructure deployment. PlanNet also provides turn-key
data center design and construction.

Thank you again for all
your efforts on this site,
given my role to ensure
this [data center] site stays
operational, you definitely
have made my life a lot
easier.
- Operations Manager,
Multnomah County,
Portland

Strategic Planning
PlanNet has helped hundreds of companies and institutions
develop technology strategies that result in data center
capacity and consolidation plans to meet both short and
long-term business goals. Our client’s then use these needs
assessments and strategic sourcing strategies for their critical
data center facilities.
PlanNet’s knowledge base covers IT infrastructure,
applications, disaster recovery, real estate, finance,
operations and facilities engineering to help clients make
informed decisions. Whether you’re looking to consolidate
multiple data centers or weighing the costs and advantages
of building versus co-location, PlanNet can help you
gain consensus within your organization and develop an
actionable strategy.
Co-Location Sourcing
PlanNet can help you find the right co-location data center to
support your enterprise, disaster recovery and sub-production
computing needs. We’ve already done the homework for
you —our extensive database of worldwide Co-lo’s allows
us to quickly determine which providers and locations best
meet your requirements. PlanNet’s delivery model saves both
time and money. Much like a real estate advisor would for
commercial office space, PlanNet represents your interests
in selecting the right Co-lo and negotiating the best possible
deal.
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Service Offering
Assessment and Design
If you’re assessing your existing data center or need help
designing a new one, PlanNet offers engineering consulting
services to develop cost-effective, high reliability and energy
efficient solutions.
Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity Consulting
With more reliance on enterprise applications and the
proliferation of customer-facing technology such as on-line
banking, retail transactions and B2B, reliability and uptime of IT
infrastructure is critical. PlanNet can help match your disaster
recovery plans to business continuity objectives.
Data Center Infrastructure Management
PlanNet provides data center operations outsourcing services
to organizations that prefer to leave management of their
critical facilities to professionals trained in data center
Infrastructure management.
Owner’s Representation
Data center projects involve multiple stakeholders and
service providers including architects, engineers, contractors,
IT vendors, network providers, and a multitude of client staff
resources. Whether you are undertaking a minor change
or designing a brand new data center facility, PlanNet can
guide you through every phase of the project life-cycle.
Integrated Design and Construction
PlanNet offers an integrated approach to building critical
facilities. Since PlanNet brings IT, engineering and construction
expertise to your project, we can manage and eliminate the
risks associated with making technical decisions regarding
your data center.
However, what’s most important is that we learn about your
needs. With that information PlanNet can provide a custom
solution to best fit your project delivery requirement. You
may need strong construction management services alone
to support your existing team or ask that we provide a more
integrated approach. In which ever way we best fit, PlanNet
will always bring our in-depth proven data center experience
to the benefit of your project.
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Representative Projects

Confidential Global Insurance Company Data
Center
Location
Bethlehem, PA and Dallas, TX
Size
3,000 SF raised floor
Services Provided
• Data Center RFP
Development
• Sourcing Strategy
• Infrastructure Design and
Construction

This confidential life insurance company was operating a
primary enterprise data center located on its Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania headquarters campus and a backup/secondary
data center co-located in Richmond, Virginia. They reached
out to PlanNet to evaluate the current state of their data
centers and their data center strategy, including a full IT
capacity plan for the next 10 years, based on their business
need. From that PlanNet developed a holistic consolidation
strategy that optimized the Total Cost of Ownership for their
technology and associated data center needs. This plan was
used to develop a data center co-location RFP.
Once PlanNet developed the criteria for the RFP, our client
launched an effort to move their existing primary Bethlehem
data center to a data center co-location provider. After
evaluating several markets and with the RFP developed by
PlanNet, the client was able to select the co-lo provider that
best met their business requirements. The decision was made
to co-locate in the Dallas Metro area.
The client then subsequently asked to PlanNet to assist
with the development of the data center. This included
development of the physical infrastructure requirements
and technical specifications; the sourcing of materials; the
engineering and construction of the data center racks,
the information transport systems (structured cabling)
infrastructure and rack PDUs; and managing the project
through commissioning and installation acceptance.
The new co-location space will include approximately 3,000 SF
of designated raised floor. The data center space will provide
space for approximately 70 cabinets at up to a maximum of
16kW of power consumption per cabinet.
The data center physical infrastructure requirements / design
process is expected to be completed by September 2016 with
deployment completed by November 2016.
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Representative Projects

Mentor Graphics Data Center
Location
Wilsonville, OR and Shannon,
Ireland
Size
16,000 SF (Ireland)
22,000 SF (Oregon)
Services Provided
• Data Center Planning
• Program Management
• Basis of Design
• A&E Selection
• Design Review
• Data Center Migration

Mentor Graphics is a software company with more than 4,500
employees in 70 locations worldwide. PlanNet was retained by
Mentor Graphics to develop a strategy to consolidate more
than 30 engineering data centers in North America, Europe,
the Middle East and Asia Pacific.
PlanNet evaluated real estate, facilities, network, IT
architecture and operations to develop a detailed Statement
of Requirements (SOR), which included IT capacity, optimal
IT architecture, network requirements, reliability and services
level requirements for the data center as well as a total cost
of ownership for the proposed data center solution. The
project compared risks and benefits of viable approaches
including green-field, brown-field, wholesale lease and colocation.
The analysis revealed that a geo-regional consolidation
strategy was the most efficient and cost-effective. As a result
of our recommendations, two data centers were built; one on
the company’s corporate headquarters campus in Wilsonville,
Oregon to serve North America, and one at the company’s
Shannon, Ireland location to support European and North
African operations.
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Representative Projects

Mentor Graphics Data Center
continued
Project Features
• Under 1.35 PUE (both)
• 250 watts per SF (Ireland)
• Outside air economization
cooling with evaporative
humidification and DX
backup (Ireland)
• 10kW/cabinet; 300w/SF
(Oregon)
• Indirect evaporative with
chilled water backup
(Oregon)

PlanNet was then retained to provide program management,
preparing the engineering basis of design for the two
locations, and selection of design engineering teams for the
deployment of the two sites.
OpEx cost savings technologies were utilized specific to each
geographic/climatic region, including the use of ambient
air exchange in both locations to allow the data centers
to operate 90% of the time or more without mechanical
cooling. For warm days in the Wilsonville data center, indirect
evaporative cooling was applied as the backup system. The
Shannon data center uses conventional DX backup cooling.
The consolidation is expected to achieve significant costsavings by lowering IT and facilities operational expenditures.
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Representative Projects

lllumina Global Data Center Strategy

Location
California, Singapore and
Europe
Services Provided
• Data Center Strategy
• High-Level Risk Assessment
• Data Center Capacity
Planning

Illumina sought to PlanNet for assistance with conducting a
comprehensive data center assessment of its current data
center capabilities; identifying future data center needs;
outlining disaster recovery imperatives; and evaluating data
center deployment and sourcing alternatives.
PlanNet developed a data center sourcing strategy that
helped Illumina understand to what extent they should be
consolidating their data center facilities, which were dispersed
throughout California, Singapore and Europe.
PlanNet’s high-level risk assessment and strategy addressed:
• current and future-state data center requirements;
incorporation of future growth, consolidation imperatives,
technical architecture, BC/DR objectives and critical
technology initiatives;
• identification and evaluation of relevant data center
configuration and sourcing alternatives;
• development of ROM cost estimates for both capital
expenditures and operational impact for a reduction of
existing data center facilities, detailing what it would cost
to either source or build new primary data centers (build
vs. co-locate) in multiple US and global markets.
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Representative Projects

Daimler Trucks North America - Mercedes-Benz
Location
Various US locations
Services Provided
• Data Center Migration
Strategy
• High-Level Risk Assessment
• Migration Strategy
• BC DR Strategy
• BC DR Solutions Design
• IT Infrastructure Services
Assessment /Strategy
• Data Center Physical
Infrastructure Design /
Oversight
• Business Continuity
• Project Management
• Colocation Provider
Assessment

PlanNet has assisted this leading medium-and heavy-duty
truck manufacturer in North America and subsidiarity of
Daimler AG with development of a North America data
center strategy, evaluating its current data center operation
in Portland, Oregon and identifying data center deployment
scenarios that included new owner-operated facilities and colocation providers located in multiple US Markets. The project
included an assessment of availability and capacity needs,
DR imperatives, location risk assessment, multi-year financial
analysis, site search and co-location provider assessment,
engineering due diligence, co-location/lease negotiation
support and SLA development.
PlanNet also developed a data center migration strategy
and provided program/project management for a two-year
migration effort to move their primary data center systems.
PlanNet is currently proving consulting support and project
management for an enterprise-wide uplift of the DTNA
North American plants and distribution facilities network
infrastructure. This project is schedule to be completed in
October 2017.
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Representative Projects

SEFCU Data Center Assessment and Strategy

Location
Albany and Kirkwood, NY
Services Provided
• Data Center Strategy
• High-Level Risk Assessment

SEFCU is a regional credit union that provides a range of
commercial and retail banking and financial services to
individuals and businesses with approximately 46 branch
locations in the New York state area. The SEFCU primary data
center is located on its Albany, New York headquarters.
SEFCU also operates a secondary data center located in
its Kirkwood, New York branch office. The Kirkwood data
center serves as the disaster recovery site for the primary data
center.
SEFCU contacted PlanNet to help with a study to evaluate
its data center and disaster recovery requirements and
current capabilities. As well as identify/evaluate data center
deployment alternatives and develop a long-term data
center strategy and roadmap.
PlanNet developed an appropriate data center sourcing
strategy that supports the SEFCU long-term enterprise
computing and disaster recovery operation. The scope of
work resulted in a high-level risk assessment and sourcing
strategy document addressing:
• Definition of current and future-state data center
requirements;
• Incorporation of future growth, technical architecture, BC/
DR objectives and SEFCU critical technology plans and
initiatives;
• Identification and evaluation of relevant data center
configurations, data center and disaster recovery services
and sourcing alternatives; and
• Development of ROM cost estimates for the deployment,
transition and operation of viable data center
configurations (build vs. co-locate vs. managed services) in
relevant US markets.
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Representative Projects

NetApp
NetApp is a storage and data management solutions
company with more than 8,000 employees worldwide and
revenues of $3.3 billion. This S&P 500 company retained
PlanNet to develop a data center strategy for its enterprise IT
production and disaster recovery locations. PlanNet’s study
assessed multiple US markets to determine the most suitable
locations and evaluated:
Location
Sunnyvale, CA
Services Provided
• Data Center Assessment
• Data Center Strategy

• TCO financial model with capital and operational
expenses;
• demand forecast and growth models;
• comparison of greenfield construction and wholesale
collocation;
• network latency and cost modeling;
• power rates;
• labor availability and rates; and
• location/geography criteria (e.g., disaster potential,
vendor support, etc.)
Subsequent to PlanNet’s recommendation and executive
presentation, NetApp requested PlanNet to evaluate its
international data center strategy, as well as continuing to
support their US data center initiatives.
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Building technology to make your business work

PlanNet.com

